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ABSTRACT
Eye-R is a system designed to detect and communicates
the intentional information conveyed in eye movement.
This glasses-mounted, wireless device stores and
transfers information based on user eye motion and
external IR devices thus promoting an enriched experience
with their environment. This paper describes how the
system measures eye motion and utilizes this as an implicit
input channel to a sensor system and computer. In the
primary scenario, eye motion detection is used to
recognize a users gaze. When the person's eyes are
fixated the system infers that they are paying attention to
something in their environment and then tries to facilitate
an exchange of information in either direction on the
user's behalf.
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INTRODUCTION
Eye position detection has long heralded many possible
uses and values. By watching a person's pattern of eye
fixation, people have proposed that one could interpret
where they are looking to c.ontrol cursors [1]. In general,
people's eyes are constantly attending to many things at
once; requiring a user to exercise highly controlled eye
movement can be stressful. Successful scenarios require
the benefit of the interaction to outweigh the difficult
requirements on the eyes (paraplegics that don't have
other meanings of control, for example, can have great
benefits from using this kind of control). However, outside
of extreme cases, we do not want to require specific eye
behavior from the user. Jacob describes this interface
technique as coupling natural eye movements with an
unnatural response [2].
Typical computer interface devices (keyboards, mice) can
be described as explicit input channels because they
require a direct manipulation of the user. Alternatively,

implicit input channels gather information without user
interaction [4]. Eye-R is designed to look at eye motion
and imply intention from ambient activity. Since it is
observing the user's natural eye movement it does not
require any specific action from the user and is therefore is
an imp licit channel.
The infrared (IR) technology is used to detect eye gaze
and transfer information about a user to the environment.
Eye-R is a reference to the IR technology as well as a
reference to the very personal detection of the state of the
eye. The persona! reference is continued in the "R" which
reflects the individuality of who the users "are".
ARCHrI~c~'UI~
The system was designed to be battery operated and able
to mount on any common pair of glasses. The infrared
emitter-detector pair is positioned between the lens and
the eye (figure 1). The Eye-R sensor system detects pupil
motion by monitoring light fluctuations from infrared light.
An infrared LED (the emitter) illuminates the eye and a
phototransistor (the detector) senses the reflected light
coming from the eye.
The analysis of the signal coming from the eye's detector
is achieved with a sample-and-hold circuit at a 60Hz rate
and a PIC micro controller, which searches for patterns of
fixation. During fixation, the PIC uses an Infrared
transmitting LED mounted on t_he edge of the board to
send a personal ID number to the user's environment and
the visible indicating LED presents user feedback.
The infrared transmitting LED was selected with a narrow
angle of transmission (between 17 and 20 degrees) in order
to facilitate directional intent of the user during
transmission. The circuit also contains an infrared receiver
module, which allows the system the possibilities of bidirectional communications.
There are also base station circuits, which are modified
IR.X boards [5] (figure 2). These devices gather the
information stored in the Eye-R circuit as well as
interchange information with it. The base station also
allows communication to a PC thru a serial port.
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Figure 1. Eye-R system worn on a pair of glasses
SCENARIO
In general, Eye-R glasses worn by a user detect eye
fixations and interpret this as the user paying attention to
something in the immediate environment. The glasses then
try to establish communication with a target in the
environment to alert the target of the user's attention. The
target responds to the user and records this interaction.
Having demonstrated this interaction the following is one
application. In this scenano, multiple users have Eye-R
modules in a patty environment in which the can interact
with other users or base station targets. When a user's
eyes are fixated the Eye-R module sends a one-byte ID
and tries to receive an ID from the person or object on
whom the user has focused their attention. Hence, the
system is set up to transfer so-called business cards
between two people looking at each other, or record base
stations in the environment that caught the user's
attention. The storage memory can hold 30 IDs.
As a person walks around the party, each time they are
looking at an exhibit that has a base station receiver,
information about the user is transferred between the EyeR module and the exhibit. Then this information is
transferred to a server. The server, using a database with a
Java interface, records that the user has seen this exhibit.
Alternatively the stations need not be networked, a
wireless base station senses that it is the focus of
attention and transfers data about itself to the user's
glasses.
One important networked base station is the kiosk station.
When a user focuses on the kiosk base station it will show
names of every demo and person that the user has seen in
front of them. It then allows the user to select further
information about any of the subjects. In this way, a kiosk
can allow a user to view and utilize the information they
have gathered while they are at the party (i.e. sending an
e-mail).
EXi~I~IENCE
People have been able to use the glasses to communicate
with the base station connected to a PC, similar to one of
the scenarios described earlier. Currently, we are making
several Eye-R module systems to fulfill the numerous
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Figure 2. Modified IRX board
requests we have received from people interested in using
this as a platform in their research.
FUI'IJRIEWORK
The Eye-R system will serve as a base infrastructure in
various future applications. The pattern recognition will be
expanded to include blink and wink detection. The ability
to detect blink rate can then be a u s e ~ l tool in gathering
information about changes in the user's state such as
stress and fatigue [3]. Detecting intentional blinks (winks)
will expand this interface to include an explicit input from
the user. We also plan to use the Eye-R system in a video
selection situation. The user will be situated in front of a
display of multiple video clips. The Eye-R glasses worn
by the user will communicate with the display conveying
relative interest in the clips.
GONCUJSION
The Eye-R System allows researchers to experiment with
eye motion, and demonstrates that an inexpensive wireless
eye motion detection system can be made. It shows that
eye motion can be robustly detected, even in the unstable
format of being mounted on a pair o f glasses. We have
generated a platform for demonstrating and testing eye
based interfaces at a low cost in both individual and
collaborative situations.
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